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DR. HUW JONES ANNOUNCED AS INTRALINE’S MEDICAL DIRECTOR
London, England, October 7th, 2020– Intraline is delighted to announce the signing of Aesthetic Doctor Huw Jones
as its new Medical Director.
"I am delighted and honoured to be joining Intraline as Medical Director. It is exciting to work with such an ambitious
company who are driving to increase education and confidence, as well as extend their product portfolio and
presence in the global aesthetic market. I have had the pleasure to work with Intraline from the beginning of their
journey with both the dermal filler range and the PDO threads and I now look forward to helping them achieve their
goals. These will be exciting years for us as a company and I am looking forward to a new chapter in my Aesthetic
career already extending to over 30 years. Throughout my career I have had the pleasure to work with some of the
major companies in this medical arena, but this opportunity is truly exciting." - Dr. Huw Jones.
Dr. Jones brings over 30 years of extensive experience in the Medical field, having qualified from Sheffield University
Medical School in 1986. Working in General Medicine Dr. Jones soon developed an interest in Aesthetics and AntiAgeing and now has a wealth of experience in Aesthetics spanning more than 25 years. Gradually, with considerable
training and clinical treatments, Dr. Jones has developed extensive an extensive range of non-surgical treatments. He
is highly regarded as a trainer for Dermal Fillers, Toxins and PDO Threads at both introductory and advanced level. Dr.
Jones is the founder of HSJ Clinic and is registered both in the UK (GMC no 3129597) and Spain (070707348).
In his role as Medical Director with Intraline, Dr. Jones will provide medical leadership and expertise. He will be
instrumental in helping to shape Intraline’s training program and new product development. As Medical Director, Dr.
Jones will be available to help give guidance to Intraline practitioners in the event of complications or adverse events.
“We are thrilled to appoint Dr. Huw Jones as Medical Director of Intraline. His reputation as a master practitioner in
aesthetic injectables precedes him. His lifetime approach as both student and teacher, satisfaction in developing new
techniques and the care he puts into every treatment make him a perfect fit with Intraline’s values.” - Terry Fraser,
Intraline President
More information about the partnership between Intraline and Dr. Huw Jones please contact us at info@intraline.com.
Intraline is a Medical Aesthetics company offering Dermal Fillers, PDO Threads and Skin Care to the global aesthetics
market. For more information, contact Terry Fraser, President at +44 203 841 8001 or visit us at www.intraline.com.

